Submitting the Final IGST Thesis
Rev. (May 2020)

By the last day of classes, you must have submitted the following:
 A final electronic copy of your thesis including SIGNED title page and SIGNED honor code
page in a single PDF document to the following:
•

IGST Coordinator: Margaret DeFoor mdefoor@middlebury.edu

•

Thesis Advisor

• Second Reader
Click on this link for a fillable PDF for the title page and honor code page.
 A final electronic copy of your thesis in a WORD document to the IGST Coordinator.
Include in your email (if applicable) an abbreviated title of your thesis which is no more
than 60 characters (for the spine of the cloth bound copy only). Also, your home mailing
address. While the binding of thesis is still being determined, this will help us to prepare.
A final electronic copy of your abstract (in a single WORD document) to IGST Coordinator.

Formatting Instructions:
•
•
•
•

Thesis text should be double-spaced and double-sided; use one-inch margins on all
copies.
Start all new sections on a new page: Title page, Honor Code, Abstract, etc. No page
break between subsections.
Color charts, graphs, and photos should be single-sided (This is not necessary if they
are embedded within text.)
Formatted title page and honor code page follow on pages 2-3 of this document. A
fillable PDF form is also available here.

Please contact the Margaret DeFoor, IGST coordinator, with any questions.

[Title of Thesis]

[Student Name]

A Thesis Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for Honors

International and Global Studies Program
Middlebury College
Middlebury, Vermont 05753

Approved By:

___________________________________
Thesis Adviser

___________________________________

Date

HONOR CODE PLEDGE

I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment.

_______________________________________________
Signature

The Middlebury College Undergraduate Honor Code was written for students, by students, in 1965. As
noted in the Preamble to its constitution,
"The students of Middlebury College believe that individual undergraduates must assume responsibility
for their own integrity on all assigned academic work. This constitution has been written and
implemented by students in a community of individuals that values academic integrity as a way of life.
The Middlebury student body, then, declares its commitment to an honor system that fosters moral
growth and to a code that will not tolerate academic dishonesty in the College community."

